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Discussion 



Introduction 

'l'lle rriain results obtai~ied fro111 the study ~>rcse~ltcd in the previous cliapters are 
the following: 

(i) The system of cornctary g1ol)ulcs in tlie Guln Nebula appears to be 
expanding from a comnlon center. The e r y a n s i o n  age is 5 6 Myr. 
(ii) The observed velocity gradients along the tails of tlie globules suggest 
a stretching age for the tails of - 3 hIyr. 
(iii) The mass of a typical globule is - 20 hl, 
(iv) Star fcrmation triggered by external mechanis~ns appears to be going 
on in this region 

In this chapter we discuss several scenarios that may have a bearing on the above 
results. 

The rough agreement between the expansion age and t,he ages of the tails sug- 
gests that both the formation of the tails and the expansion of the globules may 
bi: duc to a C O I ~ I I I ~ O I I  cause. Tlic prcscncc of young stars in this region wit11 esti- 
mated ages ranging from 10"o a few lo6 years may be an important clue. Some 
of these are embedded in the heads of the CGs, while others are isolated. CG1 has 
an eml~eddetl star with age - 10' yrs (Brand ef  01.19S3, Reipurth 1983), and the 
embedded I f t  source CG30IItSJ. in CG30 has a11 age - 10' yrs (Pettersson, 1984). 
The bipolar ~llolecular outflows associated with HH46-47, HH120 and HH56-57 have 
dynamical ages of - lo5 yrs (Olberg ef  01.19SS). As already me~itioned the study of 
the distribution of IHAS sources i~idicatcs that star formation triggered by external 
means is indeed going on in this region. A11 these strongly point to the possibility 
that the processes responsible for the expansion of the glol~ules, as well as their 
cometary appearance, have also triggered star forniation in some of them. The var- 
ious possible mechanisms are ( i )  supernova explosio~i(s), ( i i )  radiation from massive 
stars found in the ceritral region, and ( i i i )  stellar wind from these massive stars. 
Before discussing each of these scenarios it would be useful to have an estimate of 
the kinetic energy of a typical globule a ~ i d  its mornentu~n. Assuming a typical CG 
mass - 20nfQ (see chapter 5 and Harju e f  al. 1990) and an expansion velocity of 
12 klns-', the kinetic energy is - 3 x 10"' ergs per glol~ule, and its momentum - 5 x 10'" gni ~ 1 1 1  S-l. \\'e now proceed to make simple esti~iiates for energy and 
momentum that can be imparted to a glol~ule from each of the processes mentioned 
above. 



7.2.1 Supernova explosioris 

According to prevalent opinion, the Gum Nebula is an old supernova remnant with 
an age N 10' yrs (Reynolds, 19'76; Leahy, Nousek and Garmire 1992). Therefore it 
is natural to ask if the origi~ial explosion that created tlie Gum Nebula could itself 
be responsible for the observed properties of the system of CGs. The energy and 
momentum intercepted by a globule are given by 

where EsNE is the energy of explosio~l of the SNE, Ale ,  is tlie ejected mass and r 
and d are the radius of a globule and its distance from the explosion center a t  the 
time of explosion. Assuming an ejected mass of ShIo, an energy of explosion equal 
to 5 x 1051 ergs, ancl a typical size of 0.5 pc for the CGs, we estimate tha.t a typical 
CG has to be not Inore than a few parsec fr0111 the explosion center in order to. 
intercept sufficient momentum. 

This is a plausil~le scenario l)ut it slioul<l he ~>ointctl out that the center of the 
Gurn Nebula shell is 4.5' ~iorth of the inoi~l)hologicnl c e n t c ~ .  derived from tlie tail 
directions of the CGs. However, we would ~iot, like to over-stress this point because 
of the inherent tlificulties in cleterniining the center of explosion of such an old SNR. 
A riiore serious clifIiculty is the followi~ig: illtliougli tlic origi~lal exl~losion could have 
caused the expansion of the system of CGs and the observed tail structures, the 
preserltly observed ionised I~riglit rinis callnot 1)e attril>utctl to it, as arguecl before 
in chapter 4 in a siltiilar context, viz., t ha t  the l>rigiit rillis llave a recombination 
time scale -. 1000 years ancl so cannot sur~.ive for 10' years. 

7.2.2 Radiation pressure 

The ~riost massive star i l l  tllc region is < Pup ( 0  If)ancl therefore is the rriost signifi- 
cant source of pl~oto~is  for cxc~rt,i~ig radiatio~i prcssurc. Its lu~i~i~ios i ty  is 9 x lo5 Lo 
(Bohannan ef nl. 1986). hloclels suggest that this star may have just finislied or 
is in the final stages of core Iiytlrogcn I)lir~iing. Its ZARIS mass is believed to be 

, 7 - 60 M(:,. 1 his i111l)lic.s t h a t  i I ' I I ~  is a fmv 111ilIio11 a s  011. It is r(~as01iaI~1~ to 
assume tliat its average luniinosity over the past few million years was the same as 
its present luminosity. The CC; closest to < Pup is at a distance of 40 pc from it. 



a globrile a~icl its clistarice fro111 tlic star rcsI)~~ctivcIj.. '1'11~ stellar wind fro111 ( Pup 
lias a ter~iiinal velocity of 2600 k11is-' a~itl  tlic Illass loss rate is 5 x  lo-' MMoyr-' 
(Bohannan e t  nl. 1986). \\'e estimate the energy and ~nomentum intercepted by a 
typical globule from the wind from ( Pup to be - 6 x 10" ergs and - gm CIIIS-~ ,  

respectively, over G rnillio~i Scars. Stellar \vir i t l  fro111 y2 Vcl and tlie co~ril)atiion of 
C Pup will increase these ~iurnbers hy a factor of four, and the ~nomentum available 
will still be less by an ostler of rnagnitucle (even given the assurrled 100% efficiency 
of co~ivcrsioii of tlic stellar wi~itl ~iio~iicritu~ii to clo~id ~ i ior l ie~i t i~~i i ) .  

7.2.4 Rocket effect 

Finally, we consider the rocket effect \vliich results fro111 tlie anisotropic expa~lsion 
of the hot ionised gas from tlie bright rinis. \\'hen a neutral cloud is exposed to  
ionising radiatiori fro111 a star, ari ionisation front is tlrive~i into tlie cloutl. The  
ionised hydrogen produced 011 the side of the cloud facing the star is a t  a much 
higher pressure than the gas outside because of its high density. This gas then 
expa~lds towarcls the star forming a dense cloud of ionised gas between star and 
the cloud. Ivlaking the si~n~>lifying assuniption that tliis gas expands into vacuum, 
the expansion velocity will be close to the velocity of sound in the ionised region. 
It is this expancling layer of gas tliat is see11 as tlie bright rim. The  effect of tliis 
streanling of gas i11 the bright rim produces a recoil on the cloud accelerating it away 
from the star. I t  also leads to evaporation of the cloud. This process has been called 
the rocket effect and was f rst proposed l)y Oort and Spit,zer(1955) for accelerating 
i~iterstellar cloutls. 

We estimate helow the velocity tliat tlie C'Gs can acquire as a result of sucli 
a rocket effect. 'I'lic te11ll)craturc and density at tlic briglit rim of CG30 has been 
measured by Pettersson(l984) to l>e - 10'Ii and -100c1li-~. Iteipurth(l983) has 
estimated that C Pup alone can easily account for the observed io~lisation level 
( 1 2 ,  - 100 c ~ n - ~ )  at  the bright rims. lrsi~ig rnass loss rates of - 9 x  Moyr-' 
as derived by lleil>urtli(l983), aritl all esl>arisiori vclocity of tlie hot gas -10 k~ns- '  
(velocity of sound in tlie bright rilii). we estiniate the total nionlent~um accluired by 
a typical globule due to the rocket effect operati~ig for 6 million years to  be - 
gni cms-I. This slioultl l)e co~lil)arccl \\.it11 tlie rcclriired ~iio~iie~iturii  - 5 x 10"' gm 
cms-'. If we inclucle the forrner co~npa~lion of ( I'up. 1 2  Lrel and the otlier B stars, 
the clouds can be easily acceleratecl to t lie ol)ser\.ed vel~cit~ies even wi tli larger initial 
masses. Fro111 tlic a l~ovc cliscrissio~i i t  apl)cars tliat t lie only plausil~le ~ncclianism 
which can explai~i Goth tlie I~riglit ri~iis a~itl  tlie expansion velocities is the heating 
causetl I>y ratliatioli (ant1 possil)l!. stcllar wiritl) fro111 the stars in tlie cent,ral region, 



and the consequent rocket effect. We have not yet attempted to  explain the tail 
structures. It is conceivable that a part of the expanding ionised gas will b e  swept 
back by the radiation and stellar wind from the central stars forming the tail. This 
flow should also entrain some neutral material to account for the CO emission from 
the tails. The  ionisation front may also dislodge neutral material from the periphery 
of the globule (as compared to the center of the globule, where a large column of 
gas is present) which can then flow along the tail. In larger globules shadowing by 
the head may be important. We hope to investigate this in detail in the near future. 
We wish to mention in passing that Bertoldi and McKee(1990) have shown that 
UV radiation and stellar wind can result in molecular clouds developing tail-like 
structures. 

7.3 The proper motion of Pup 

The star < Pu11 is very relnarkable from several view points. First of all, it is a very 
rnassive star. It is tlie most lunnilious star in thc soutlier~i sky. It has a large proper 
motion of .O:l:Iv (-0.031" in cr and 0.012" ill  S)(SAO star catalog 1966), trarislatilig to 
a tralisvcrsc vc;locity of 74.3 klns-I at tlic assllrticxl 4.50 pc (1ista.ricc. It was proposctd 
very early that C Pup must, I)c a r ~ ~ n a ~ u n y  s t r ~ r  resl~ltirig from tlie explosion of its 
binary companion (Reynoltls 19i'G). It was also suggcstc~l tliat the Gum S e l ~ u l a  is 
the remnant of this explosion. If, incleed, (' Pup is a runaway star. its companion 
which exploded must have been   no re massive to have evolved faster to  explode first. 
Also, i f  the explosion is spherically synlmetric then the binary will tlisrlipt only i f  
the mass ejected is greater than half the total mass. This means that tlie companion 
of < Pup must have been the more massive star even at the time of explosion. This 
suggests that the region where we now find the CGs there were atleast five massive 
stars a million years back (including the progenitor of the Vela pulsar and Vel). 

We have shown in figure 7.1, the proper motion of < Pup and its past trajectory. 
The path passes very close to the morphological center of the system of CGs. As can 
be seen it was closest to the center half a million years back. We suggest that  this is 
the original site of the binary whose disruption resulted in the present large proper 
motion of < Pup. It is possible that the Vela progenitor, the proposed < Pup  binary 
and -y2 Vel are all part of the Vela OB3 association found by Brandt et.  a1.(1971). 
Such a scheme naturally accounts for the lack of any object of significance near the 
center at present. The C Pup binary would have been the dominant object in the 
region causing most of the tails which have grown over a few million years t o  point 
away from it . 



Figure 7.1: Diagram showing the proper motion of C Pup extrapolated back in time. 
The past trajectory is graduated in millions of years. The star would have been close 
to the morpohological center half a million years back. 



As we have already mentioned the bright rims of the of the CGs are short lived 
and therefore should reflect the effects of the changing position of ( Pup. An exam- 
ination of the orientation of the bright rim of CG 31A the CG closest to  ( Pup (in 
projection) shows that this indeed is the case. This is shown in figure 7.2 where the 
CG 30-31 complex is shown with the directions to ( Pup and the center marked. 
The bright rim is normal to the vector pointing to ( Pup whereas the tail is along 
the direction to the center. 

The Gum Nebula 

Based on the above discussio~i we propose the followi~ig qualitative model for the 
Gum Nebula. We have shown in figure 7.3 tlie region including the H a  emission 
regions collectively called tlie Gum Nebula. The region to the south is more intense 
in H a  and tlie CGs are distributed over this region. The location of the original 
< Pup binary is in the southern part of tlie Gum Neblila. We propose that  this 
region of cnhalicetl IIa oltiission is tlie remnant of the explosion of tlie co~ilpanion of 
( P u p  (the two nortlicrli fil:ii~ients may be also co~incctccl with this explosion; but 
this woul(l reqliirc a liiglily asynn~nctric exl~a~is io~i  of tlie SNIt). This picture car1 1)e 

tested by thc an;ilysis of tlic ra(lia.1 v~locities of the IIa filaments with respect to  the 
centel.. On(. n~iglit, also look for soft X-ray cmissioli from the interior of the remnant 
which shoultl be restrictctl to tlit. so~itlicrn part. Thcre is already an indication that 
this may l)e the case from tlic IIEAO X-ray data (Leahy, Nolisek and Garmire 1992). 
This study is incomplete as the coverage of the nebula is poor. Data from ROSAT 
should definitely throw much light on this picture. 

CVe propose the following picture for the Gum-Vela region: The  stars < Pup, 
its past companion, the progenitor of the Vela pulsar/SNR, the binary y2 Vel, all 
formed around the same time, a few million years ago, from the same molecular 
cloud, and were part of the Vela OBR association. The parent molecular cloud 
from which these stars formed was-slowly evaporated away by the UV radiation 
and stellar winds from these stars. The denser regions in this molecular cloud were 
not destroyed completely, although they lost a significant part of their original mass 
due to the harsh environment. These surviving pieces of the original molecular 
cloud may be what are now seen as the cometary globules. About half a million 
years ago the companion of ( Pup exploded whose ejecta and swept up material 
is probably what is seen in H a  in the Gum Nebula. The ionisation in the nebula 
is now maintained by the other stars in the region. This explosion resulted in the 
disruption of the binary giving ( Pup its large proper motion.The expansion of the 



system of cometary globules is largely caused by the rocket effect and the tails are 
partly the ablated material flowing down-stream. The effect of the UV radiation, 
stellar winds and the SN shock compressed the clouds leading to star formation as 
evidenced by the IRAS sources. 



IP 
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Figure 7.2: The orientation of the bright rim of CG3lA with respect to the tail 
directions in this region. The directions to C Puppis and the morphological center 
are marked. The tails point away from the morphological center whereas the bri& 
rim is perpendicular to the direction to ( Puppis. n 



Galactic Longitude 

Figure 7.3: Overall picture of the Gum-Vela region showing the H, emission as 
solid lines, the CGs as filled circles with tails (scaled up 10 times for clarity), the 
morphological center derived from the tails and other important objects in the re- 
gion. The locations of objects shown are approximate (adapted from Pet tersson 
1991). 
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Appendix A 

In this appendix we derive formulae for obtaining the physical parameters of a 
molecular cloud from the observed .J=l+O tra~isition lines of 12C0 and 13C0. We 
basically follow the procedure outlinecl by Dickman(l97S). 

The assumptioris made in tlie clerivatio~i are: (1) Tlie excitation te~nperature of 
tlle .J= 1-0 transition is co~istalit alo~ig tlie line of siglit. (2 )  Both 12C0 and 13C0 
Ilavc the sarrle excitation te~iiperatr~res for tllc .J= 1 4 0  transition and this temper- 
ature is equal to the kinetic tcml)crature of the gas. (:]) Tlic J=1+0 transition of 
12C0 is optically thick. 

Tlie specific intensity ol>tail~c<l ilftcr I ) i i ~ k g r o ~ ~ l d  s111)t.raction and calibration is 
given hy 

1, = [B,(Trz) - &(Tbg)] (1  - e-Tu) 

The measured line tcniperature after all corrections is related, bydefinition. to I, as 

Iieeping in mind that at 11.5 GHz 11.u << kT is not valid and using Tbg=2.'71i, the 
cosmic microwave background radiation temperature, one gets from equations A.1 
and A.2, 

Ti  = [J,(T,,) - J,(2.7)] (1 - e-'“) (A.3) 

where J,(T) = T , / ( ~ ~ ~ I ~  - 1) and T, = hulk. We derive below, the formulae for 
various physical parameters. 

A . l  Temperature 

For the optically thick line center of the 12C0 line, A.3 reduces to 

T i  = TLp = Jv(Tez) - J"(2.7) (A.4) 



where TL, is the peak line temperature. Putting in numbers, we get, with the 
assumption that Te, = Tkin, 

A.2 Optical Depth 

Assuming the excitation temperature for 13C0 to be same as that for 12C0 we derive 
from A.3 and A.5 

where TI3 is tlie T i  measured for 13C0. 

A.3 Column Density 

We can relate tllc optical tlcptti to tlic coluln~i dcrisiticts of rnolccules No and n/l in 
the J=O alitl .J=l rotatio~lal states rcspectivcly as 

where Bol and Blo are the Einstcirl's co-cfficients and 4, is the line profile function 
satisfying the condition J$u41u = 1. Using 

and .-. 

and integrating over the line, we obtain 

The total column density ~ \ / 1 ~  of 13C0 including all levels is obtained using the 
partition function Q for linear molecules (Dickman 197S), 



With  Alo = 7.4 x s-l one gets 

where we have used J r V d v  = ( v / c )  J  r,dv. 

Dickman, R.L., 19 '8 ,  i l p .  J. Suyyl., 37, 407. 


